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Fire at Rainbow Mennonite Church:
A Study in Organizational Trauma
Rainbow Mennonite Church (RMC) endured a prolonged traumatic experience in 2017, when a
church member stalked the pastor and ultimately died by suicide. When a highly-involved church
member, Kimberly Hunter, reported new, unrelated circumstances of abuse in 2019, RMC
demonstrated common organizational trauma symptoms, including hypervigilance against
perceived threats, insider/outsider factions, tightly controlled information, contagious anxiety,
fear, dis-ease,1 and unrecognized trauma wounds. The leaders became distressed, and
perceived her as the ultimate source of their distress. Early on, they created a distorted narrative
about Kimberly, such as when Mike Peters, LSCSW, falsely reported Kimberly to 9-1-1 as:
“Very distraught because of a breakup with a boyfriend and has a long history of mental health
problems and we believe is Borderline Personality Disorder and is doing lots of manipulating
and is lying and is very cunning2 and very smart and keeps talking about everything from
picketing the church to suing the church to burning it down.”
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Dis-ease definition
Cunning woman definition
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Narrative: Describing a Particular Conflict With Broad Application
This document spends thirty-three pages describing the particularities of one conflict in one
church after one congregant reported abuse. While this may seem an absurd amount of time
and space to dedicate to one conflict, Into Account has heard the same thing from each
previewer who has read this. Once they began reading, they could not stop - not just because it
is a gripping and disturbing story of toxic community dynamics, but because it is a recognizable
one. Each reader made the same joke, “Did you write this about my church??”
Reader, we did not, but we probably could have. It is our experience as an organization tending
to people harmed in Christian conflicts that we are not describing one uniquely bad conflict; we
are describing typical toxic systemic behaviors that arise from untended trauma. And research
backs us up. We encourage you to read this narrative and analysis, and to look into the book
Organizational Trauma and Healing by Patricia Vivian and Shana Hormann.
Please, as you read this narrative, take care of yourself. Past experiences you may or may not be
currently aware of, of church trauma, toxicity, abuse, and dysfunction, could rise to the surface
for you.

Into Account Said / RMC Said
How Into Account assesses Kimberly Hunter’s report of abuse and RMC leaders’ subsequent
behaviors differs greatly from RMC leaders’ and many of their congregants’ understandings.
In cases with such wide disparities in understanding between parties, it can be easy to say,
“Well, we’ll never truly know what happened here, it’s a case of ‘he said/she said.’” It can be easy,
as well, to get stuck battling over minute details, or to use distress as a measurement for who
deserves sympathy, obscuring the bigger picture of who had institutional power and resources,
and how they used them.
Into Account anticipates, based on their past statements, that RMC will release a prepared
public statement in response to this analysis claiming some variety of the following: they have
secret information that would change everything; there is a different way to interpret one or
more of the events recounted here; Kimberly Hunter is “very ill” or otherwise to blame; their
expertise outstrips Into Account’s; their work with sexual violence organizations on other issues
extends to include approval of RMC in this case; and/or generalized legal threats.
If there is secret information to add, we welcome it. There may be different ways of interpreting
or representing various events, yet the broader analysis of who had power and how they used it
remains. Into Account stands with Kimberly Hunter against false representations. Into Account’s
credentials and body of work speak for themselves. Our friends and colleagues at Dove’s Nest
did not investigate this case. Our friends and colleagues at Faith Trust Institute did not
investigate this case. Any implications by RMC to the contrary are false. And legal threats won’t
erase the truth.
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Should you have questions or concerns about Into Account’s analysis, there is far more
documentation available than is linked here, and you can request it by contacting
jyoder@intoaccount.org. The linked documentation was pared down to avoid overwhelming the
reader.
As you read, keep in mind that RMC leaders have both community social roles and professional
roles, responsibilities, and designations such as pastors, social workers, and nurses. By their
own claims these leaders were acting in their capacities as pastors, social workers, and nurses
in this case.
For example, it was as a social worker that Deacon Mike Peters called 9-1-1 and falsely claimed
Kimberly Hunter had Borderline Personality Disorder and was making criminal threats against
the church. It was as a nurse that Deacon Sallie Page-Goertz called Kimberly’s therapist and
made claims about Kimberly’s mental health.
It would be difficult to overstate the inappropriateness of a nurse and social worker using their
roles to exercise professional power in a church context over a congregant, or to overestimate
the impacts for the congregant.
When reading this analysis, rather than thinking of yourself as a judge of each action of each
person named here, think of yourself as a seeker of understanding - understanding of power,
of trauma, of conflict, of vulnerability, of harm and accountability.

Pre-Conflict Complexities
To understand the current community-wide conflict at Rainbow Mennonite Church (RMC), it is
essential to know that in 2017, RMC went through a significant organizational trauma.3
Our study has determined that organizational trauma symptoms are endemic throughout RMC
leaders’ treatment of Kimberly Hunter and the wider community in the ongoing 2019-2021
conflict. In 2017, a man who was a member of RMC became a danger to the RMC community
and to individual RMC community members, particularly an RMC pastor. He stalked and
harassed the RMC pastor, and ultimately died by suicide. RMC held his funeral, which the RMC
pastor asked Kimberly Hunter to assist with leading. Most parties at the center of the 2019-2021
Kimberly Hunter conflict also played active roles in responding to this suicidal, late member’s
behavior and/or supporting the targeted RMC pastor through it in 2017. The scope and severity
of RMC’s organizational trauma symptoms’ effects on Kimberly were significantly increased by
RMC’s unusual level of access to and power over her daily life.
Kimberly lived in a home owned and managed by RMC and worked at the Rosedale
Development Association (RDA), a non-profit located across the street from the RMC building.
The non-profit sometimes used RMC’s space, and RMC’s lead pastor, Ruth Harder, sat on RDA’s
3

To learn more about the symptoms of organizational trauma described in this document, see the book Organizational Trauma and
Healing by Pat Vivian and Shana Hormann (2013).
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board. In her role as an RDA board member, Pastor Harder supervised Kimberly’s supervisor, Erin
Stryka, RDA’s Executive Director. Kimberly also sponsored RMC youth programs, regularly
volunteered in RMC’s community garden and Whitmore Playground, co-founded the Rainbow
Community Orchard, and co-chaired RMC’s Peace & Social Justice Committee. She attended
RMC worship and events regularly and was a deeply-involved member of the spiritual
community. Even her means of transportation were tied to RMC, as she shared a car with
another RMC member to commute. Kimberly, upon an RMC pastor’s request, even provided
support to her pastor at the height of the 2017 traumatic crisis at RMC. It has become clear
through our study that Kimberly has significant friendships and justice-organizing relationships
rooted in the RMC community.
Kimberly Hunter’s original 2019 request for support from RMC was in regards to Mark
Bartholomew, an RMC employee she reported had behaved abusively toward her in the context
of a prior intimate partner relationship.
Because of RMC’s organizational trauma, RMC’s unusual access to and power over Kimberly’s
daily life, and the deep relational bonds Kimberly has in the community, each interaction
among Kimberly, her housemates, her colleagues, her friends, and RMC leaders had a
multi-layered impact on her housing, work, church life, and friendships, sometimes all four at
once. In many instances it has been unclear whether RMC leaders are acting as complaint
investigators, house managers/landlords, spiritual caretakers, employment monitors, or perhaps
some combination of these roles. This ambiguity is both a complication to laying out a detailed
timeline of events and is clear evidence of widespread systemic dysfunction.

When a Person Becomes a Concern
On April 4, 2019, Kimberly Hunter and Mark Bartholomew broke up. Later that week, RMC Pastor
Rosi Kaufman inquired about the breakup, with Kimberly expressing that she felt emotionally
unsafe around Mark and needed to avoid isolated encounters with him. Later in the month,
another RMC staff person asked her the same question, and Kimberly gave him the same
answer. On May 7, 2019, Kimberly asked Pastor Kaufman and this other staff person whether
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Mark would be working at the church that evening, as Kimberly was required to be at the church
for her job that same evening. Pastor Kaufman then suggested Kimberly share her safety
concerns with Pastor Harder. So on May 15, 2019, Kimberly reported her safety concerns to
RMC’s lead minister, Pastor Harder. Pastor Harder, who had originally introduced Mark and
Kimberly and encouraged them to date, was now in the position of navigating an abuse
complaint among supervisees and friends. She requested that Kimberly stop discussing her
experiences with Mark’s colleagues to protect their collegial relationships. For Kimberly, this
meant she could no longer process her experience with close friends, and felt that she had to
remain silent. Kimberly requested that she be allowed to share concerns with a designated
advocate within the church, Karen Hostetler, who could convey concerns to Pastor Harder at her
discretion. Pastor Harder agreed to this arrangement.
Avoiding Mark was difficult for Kimberly, since she sometimes worked in the RMC building, lived
in an RMC-managed house, participated extensively in RMC activities, and had deep relational
ties in the RMC community. Thus, after consulting with her health care providers, she took
several measures to protect herself from isolated encounters with Mark.4 She avoided entering
or being alone in the main RMC church building if she saw his vehicle present. Because of his
role at RMC and RMC’s management of her house, Mark had a key to Kimberly’s residence and
the authority to enter with no notice. Feeling unsafe in her home, at the end of May, Kimberly
left the house, moving in with a friend in a neighboring city and taking a temporary leave of
absence from all house management and RMC activities.
In early June 2019, Pastor Kaufman communicated to Kimberly’s church advocate, Karen
Hostetler, that Mark had put an offer on a home directly across from RMC and the RDA building
where Kimberly worked, on the same block where Kimberly lived. After discussing this new
development with Kimberly, Karen communicated to Pastor Harder that if Mark purchased and
resided in that house, Kimberly would lose her ability to assess whether Mark was present by his
vehicle’s presence, which removed Kimberly’s ability to avoid Mark for her safety.
Over the next several days, Kimberly, Karen, Pastor Harder, and the RMC Personnel Committee
exchanged emails in which Kimberly and Karen outlined concerns regarding Kimberly’s safety,
and Pastor Harder, along with the Personnel Committee, considered what role the church would
play in helping her navigate those concerns. Pastor Harder emailed and told Kimberly that if she
would like formal action to be taken, like “someone from the church having a conversation with
Mark about the house,” Kimberly had the option of filing a grievance via the Personnel
Committee regarding Mark’s employment. Pastor Harder also named informal ways to submit
concerns but only provided instructions for the grievance option. As Kimberly understood it,
filing a formal grievance was the only choice she had if she wanted RMC to formally help
address how Mark’s 24/7 presence in her neighborhood would impact her safety at RMC.
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Therefore, Kimberly filed the grievance, understanding it as her only option to receive support for
her specific safety needs, requesting:
Mark’s house buying process and/or employment at Rainbow Mennonite Church to be
paused until (and potentially terminated after) (1) the church/Personnel Committee
discerns how it can best accommodate what I need to feel safe while fully participating in
the church community if Mark remains on staff and (2) the church/Personnel Committee
discerns how Mark residing directly across the street from and in between church
properties may affect the feasibility and effectiveness of the safety accommodations it is
able to provide me.
In response, she received the following from the Personnel Committee: “In discussing your
request for Mark’s house buying process to be paused, the Personnel Committee is not in a
position to have any legal authority to request or direct an employee to stop or slow down the
purchase of personal property including buying a house.”5
Kimberly’s focus had been the home-buying and its impacts on her safety. After responding to
the grievance, RMC moved forward with a new process in consultation with Conference Minister
Heidi Regier Kreider of Western District Conference of Mennonite Church USA, as they put it,
with “third party consultation and expertise to assist in proceeding through the church’s Abuse
Prevention Policy and the Grievance Concern Procedure as it relates to Mark as a RMC
employee and your concern.” To that end, RMC created an ad-hoc group made of the Personnel
Committee and two deacons, now calling it a “Concern Team.”
Kimberly exhausted all RMC-supported options regarding Mark’s home purchase and consulted
with her support circle of family, friends, mentors, and health care providers and decided to
express her concern for her safety to the homeowners. That conversation is described by
Kimberly here. (RMC leaders cite this conversation most frequently in their retelling of events,
and “substantiated” it as abusive behavior/harassment in 2021.)
“Later that day, [the homeowner] called me, and we spoke briefly. I did not mention my RDA
employment to him (because I felt that would be abusing my power) but rather explained I
lived in the neighborhood, attended RMC, did not feel safe alone around Mark due to
abusive dynamics I’d experienced in an intimate partner relationship with him, had friends
in the neighborhood who were also concerned for my safety, and so would find it difficult
to independently navigate life in the neighborhood by myself if Mark was there 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. I shared with him legal options I had researched regarding property
sales and shared with the Personnel Committee, such as if both [the homeowner] and
Mark agreed to pause the sale, it could be done without causing anyone harm; I also
shared I knew a neighbor who was willing to make him an equal cash offer.
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To my surprise, [the homeowner] did not think I was crazy. Instead, he asked me to prove I
was telling the truth, which seemed reasonable to me. Regarding those who shared my
concerns, he said, ‘First, show me. Then I’ll listen and consider.’ He suggested meeting
neighbors in a bar.”
Kimberly checked the schedules of people who could attend the neighborhood meeting and
notified the "Concern Team" that she had moved forward and decided to address the situation
herself, that [the homeowner] was surprised not to have heard this information from RMC, and
that there would be a community meeting about safety concerns. In response, the "Concern
Team" emailed: “The Church has no authority to encourage or discourage someone from
organizing or being involved in a community-based meeting to discuss neighborhood-based
safety concerns.6” (This statement seems to contradict RMC leaders’ judgement in 2021, when
a group of RMC leaders found Kimberly’s conversations with the homeowners to qualify as
abuse.)
Organizing the meeting ran into several barriers, and the meeting, ultimately, did not take place.
To follow up with the homeowner, Kimberly called, connecting instead with his partner:
When I asked to speak with [the homeowner], his partner refused and stated that she also
lived there, and if I respected her I would speak with her even though she was a woman.
Surprised to encounter a woman even more assertive than me, I took a few moments to
recover from shock and gather my wits. Then I apologized, validated her worth, and
introduced myself. She softened, accepted my apology, and asked me to explain what all
this was about. I asked her how much she wanted to know. She asked to hear the whole
story, so I told her. To my further shock, she responded with deep empathy, authentic
validation, and reciprocal vulnerability - pearls I have never received from anyone in
authority at RMC. She not only believed me, she entrusted me with her own stories. She
shared how abuse in her own life had impacted her mental health to the point she had had
to resign from a longtime job. She shared how, despite all that hardship, she had never
once asked or allowed anyone to help her - not even her partner, who had offered. She had
dealt with it alone. She said she believed me and was deeply sorry for how Mark’s 24/7
presence in the neighborhood may negatively affect me. But, she concluded, despite all
that, she still believed Mark would be a good neighbor to her and her partner, so they were
going through with the sale. I told her I did not resent her for it, agreed that Mark would
probably make a wonderful neighbor for both of them, and thanked her for her listening to
and sharing time, trust, respect, and dignity with me, a near stranger. Her voice was warm
with kindness as she accepted my gratitude and reaffirmed empathy. Then she turned
spunky again, just in time to declare as our conversation drew to a close, ‘You know, every
Sunday we watch people walk into that church with their noses in the air. But we know if
one of us fell down in the backyard, someone over there would help us up! That’s how it is.’
6
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Her potent words nearly shocked me into silence again. Then I laughed. And later, after we
hung up, I shook my head in wonder and whispered, ‘Amen, Sister! That’s how it is.’

When Concern Becomes Control
Kimberly’s primary concern remained her safety within her home, workplace, church,
neighborhood and community. As someone with a certification in conflict resolution from
Kansas Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution (KIPCOR) at Bethel College, throughout this
conflict, Kimberly tried to use her knowledge to stay grounded in creative problem-solving
strategies when working out how best to move forward. She knew her needs were related to her
safety, and she knew that RMC and Mark would each have their own needs as well. Knowing the
ethics and theology of RMC well, Kimberly reports that she believed they were engaged in a
collaborative conflict resolution process and would be using a shared set of values to work
together and find a way forward.
She had requested support from RMC using an option Pastor Harder had offered, by filing a
grievance with their Personnel Committee. For Kimberly, the purpose of the grievance had been
to potentially slow down Mark’s purchase while safety was addressed. Yet RMC leaders
communicated that this was not within their scope. Instead, they created a new process in
consultation with Conference Minister Heidi Regier Kreider, and created a “Concern Team.”
So, Kimberly tried to address her own safety concerns with the homeowners directly. Although
she reports that she was disappointed in the outcome, she also felt grateful that they listened
and affirmed her experience.
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The newly-formed RMC “Concern Team” continued to investigate Kimberly’s grievance. Kimberly
later stated:
In hindsight, I wish I had requested the process halt or change direction as soon as I
received [the email informing me that talking to Mark about the house was outside RMC’s
scope]. In my mind, the only reason I had initiated the grievance was because Pastor
Harder presented it to me as necessary if I wanted someone to speak with Mark about
how him living across the street would impact me. But if a grievance process did not hold
that possibility, it was irrelevant to my concerns, for most of Mark’s abuse occurred
privately and was thus irrelevant to his ‘regularly paid employee performance,’ as Pastor
Harder’s June 11 email and our church constitution grievance parameters outlined.
As the new church process continued, Kimberly was still feeling unsafe in isolated
encounters with Mark, so she had to assess daily the safety of some combination of her
home, workplace, neighborhood, church, transportation, and community relationships, while
continuing to navigate a disrupted living situation and commute from a neighboring town.
While RMC’s Abuse Prevention Policy stipulated Mark should have been “removed from his
assignment pending the outcome of the investigation,” RMC declined to implement that
portion of the policy.7 Temporarily relieving Mark of his duties could have alleviated a great
deal of Kimberly’s fear, and perhaps made the shifting grievance process evolving into a new
process easier to navigate. Still, trusting the process that RMC and WDC leaders were
creating made sense with the information Kimberly had at that time. She assessed RMC as
an ethical community with good intentions, and she believed in addressing conflicts
restoratively and with integrity.
Then, Kimberly learned that the only two possible results of the grievance would be either
that Mark would be fired or that he would remain employed. Kimberly reports feeling
shocked and shaken. That had not been her understanding when filing the grievance and it
directly conflicted with her approach to conflict and her KIPCOR conflict resolution training.
Kimberly’s concerns were about how Mark’s full-time presence in her neighborhood would
affect her safety, and how to address her safety needs in relation to the RMC community.
She had witnessed RMC believe and provide creative support for two other RMC women
when they had reported abuse in 2017 and 2019, and Kimberly trusted RMC to do the same
for her.
Throughout June and July 2019, the RMC "Concern Team" and Kimberly continued to
exchange emails. The "Concern Team" informed Kimberly that confidentiality was needed
during the ongoing investigation. Like most survivors engaging with ongoing investigations,
Kimberly followed up with the "Concern Team" for clarity about the scope of confidentiality
requirements. Receiving confusing replies, she repeatedly asked for clarification on the
parameters of confidentiality. She wanted to understand how to maintain the confidentiality
7
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of the investigation and process while being able to talk with members of her support circle,
navigate the logistics of the MVS house which was still her home, schedule use of a car she
shared with a church member, and navigate her non-profit job that sometimes shared space
with RMC and was co-led by RMC Pastor Harder.

In addition to staying aware of her surroundings to attend to her fear for her safety,
withdrawing from her home, and withdrawing from her church life, Kimberly now felt she
had to maintain constant awareness of what she was talking about and to whom she was
speaking, in order to avoid breaching the confusing confidentiality requirements of the
investigation by talking about the subject now dominating her daily life. Several times
Kimberly reports declining to discuss Mark or the investigation with friends, housemates
and RMC community members.
At this point it becomes very difficult to describe the unfolding of events. While the "Concern
Team" was investigating Kimberly’s grievance, they also began a new practice of requesting
reports about the environment of the MVS house where Kimberly resided, sometimes in
writing, and sometimes via seemingly casual phone check-ins. RMC Deacon Chair Mike
Peters, LSCSW, began calling and asking other residents in the MVS house intimate
questions about Kimberly - perhaps in his role on the "Concern Team," or as RMC deacon
chair regarding the MVS house’s logistical operations (which would be outside the scope of
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his deacon role), or as a spiritual leader of the church interested specifically in the individual
and collective spiritual well-being of MVS residents (which would be a new practice). Deacon
Peters did not specify.
To demonstrate the depth of some of the enmeshed ties in this community ecosystem: RMC
Pastor Harder oversaw not only Mark (in his RMC employment and her pastoral role) but
also Kimberly and one of Kimberly’s housemates (in their RDA employment and her board
member role); Pastor Harder also formerly supervised another of Kimberly’s housemate’s
pastoral internship, was responsible for Kimberly’s residential lease, and was married to the
chair of the RMC committee that oversaw the MVS House. Additionally, a deacon
investigating Kimberly’s complaint and hearing about intimate details of her relationship and
breakup suddenly began overseeing her home life and requesting that Kimberly’s
friends/housemates/colleagues provide him with vulnerable details of Kimberly’s emotions,
as well as information about her friendships and housemate relationships.8
Kimberly describes no longer trusting she would be safe from RMC surveillance in her
home, in her workplace, in her church, or in her neighborhood.
The “Concern Team” interviewed Kimberly, Mark, and witnesses and in mid-July 2019
concluded:
“The Concern Team was unable to substantiate that RMC employee, [Mark], had engaged in
any inappropriate interactions with you in his current church position as defined in his roles
and responsibilities as [role] or inappropriate personal interactions in church related
functions.”
Kimberly had not reported that Mark was abusive in the roles and responsibilities of his church
employee position. She had reported extensive emotional abuse that had occured on church
property, occasionally at church events. Mark’s behavior as an RMC employee and at church
functions did not qualify as abusive to RMC leadership, perhaps because his behaviors there
were only understandable as abusive in relation to his behaviors in his personal relationship with
Kimberly.
Again, Kimberly’s hope with the grievance process had not been to punish Mark for abuse or to
achieve a specific grievance-finding outcome.
She reported to RMC leaders that she felt unsafe in isolated encounters with Mark because
that was when he was emotionally abusive, and that she wanted to keep his behavior from
escalating by removing his access to her in the church building and in her church-managed
home.
When their relationship ended, she took steps to limit his private access to her, causing
extreme limitations in nearly every aspect of her daily life. She requested support from RMC
8
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leaders in navigating her safety, and instead RMC offered her a process that could not
actually address her concerns. This process resulted in RMC leaders’ surveilling her,
investigating her, and questioning her grasp on reality.9
Kimberly was, however, relieved that the "Concern Team"’s Outcome Letter included a
limited-contact advisory:
Mark will be informed to limit his interactions with you should the two of you be
present at RMC functions or while on church property. Mark will also be advised not to
have any verbal, written, or electronic communication directly with you, either
personally and/or professionally with the following exception: Mark’s direct supervisor
and/or Pastor Ruth Harder, will be included on all work related communications to the
MVS Guest House, RMC Committees on which you serve at RMC, or your place of
employment, RDA.
Finally, their letter provided clarity and flexibility regarding Kimberly’s housing security: “We
ask you to communicate to Mike Peters, Deacon Chair, your decision regarding resuming your
role as MVS Guest House Co-manager by September 1, 2019.”
RMC leaders’ surveillance of Kimberly did not cease when the grievance process ended. If
anything, they began even more actively invading her personal and professional life.
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When Control Becomes Stalking
In order to follow what happens next, two points are important to understand:
●
●

First, RMC leaders’ surveillance of and interference with Kimberly’s life was
comprehensive and the resulting damage severe.
Second, early on in the grievance process RMC leaders developed and circulated a false
narrative10 that Kimberly was mentally ill, specifically that she had Borderline Personality
Disorder - a diagnosis frequently used to discredit, dismiss, and stigmatize survivors.11

Here is how Into Account Director of Theological Integrity describes her experience hearing
from Pastor Harder that RMC leaders believed Kimberly had Borderline Personality Disorder:
I met Ruth Harder in early July of 2019 in Kansas City when I was in town for the biennial
national convention of Mennonite Church USA. On one occasion, while Ruth was driving me and
my Into Account colleague Stephanie Krehbiel between locations, Ruth shared about a situation
in her congregation that was creating quite a bit of distress for her. She expressed that a
member of the congregation had filed a report of abuse, that she (Ruth) and the church leaders
were doing everything they could to meet this person’s needs, and that this person’s needs were
excessive and burdensome. She named this person as Kimberly. I did not know Kimberly at the
time.
Ruth expressed doubt/confusion/lack of clarity around whether Kimberly ever did actually
experience abuse, but her reason for bringing up the situation was to ask for advice from sexual
violence experts (myself and Stephanie) on how to engage someone self-identifying as a
survivor who Ruth experienced as not respecting her (Ruth’s) boundaries and as behaving in
emotionally erratic and inappropriate ways in response to the church’s attempts to help her
(Kimberly).
Ruth said that members of the church who had mental health training believed that Kimberly
had Borderline Personality Disorder. She asked us how she, as a pastor, should engage
someone with BPD who was making claims of abuse.
As a sexual violence expert who had just met Ruth and did not know anything about the survivor
Ruth spoke of except for what Ruth conveyed, I was alarmed by and concerned about Ruth’s
framing of the situation. A lay diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder is commonly
projected onto survivors of abuse as a way to dismiss survivors’ warranted emotional
expression as pathological (and therefore not worthy of genuine engagement). I had the
impression that Ruth was experiencing considerable distress and that Ruth had a desire to
engage Kimberly ethically. I also strongly suspected that the assumed BPD diagnosis was 1)
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incorrect and 2) operating for Ruth and for the church as a justification for withdrawing their
energy from the hard work of hearing and wrestling with Kimberly’s voice, criticisms, and needs.
The increasing surveillance of Kimberly seemed to be focused on gathering evidence of her
trauma symptoms, which RMC leaders, who are described in multiple RMC grievance
documents as having “trauma-informed” training and/or backgrounds, interpret as proof of their
stigmatizing, incorrect, and inappropriate diagnosis of Kimberly as having Borderline Personality
Disorder. They seem to have decided her abuse claims are not just unsubstantiated, but also
fundamentally untrue. In RMC leaders’ view of events, it seems her trauma symptoms are
interpreted as evidence; not that she has experienced trauma, but that she is “cunning” and
“manipulative” (part of the language of the 9-1-1 call and their substantiation of her as abusive
in 2021). Their increasing surveillance of Kimberly exacerbated the very trauma symptoms they
were monitoring to evaluate whether she was a parishioner worthy of ecclesial support.
In the Summer and Fall of 2019, RMC leaders repeatedly discussed intimate details of
Kimberly’s emotions, relationships, friendships, behaviors and writings with her housemates,
colleagues, boss, friends, and community members.12 Sometimes those conversations were
seemingly within the bounds of the “Concern Team” investigation; at other times, they were
utterly invasive, monitoring Kimberly’s private behavior and relationships in the MVS house,
workplace functions, or church activities. Significantly, these surveillance methods continued
long after the “Concern Team” investigation was complete. Frequently, the role of RMC leaders
in these investigative conversations was unclear, unnamed, or was deemed cross-purpose (a
leader used one role to obtain or share information for or from another role). Church leaders
and members shared information, suppositions, and false mental health diagnoses across
roles, organizations, and communities, in a reputationally corrosive and derisive game of
telephone among those with power over Kimberly’s home, job, friendship circle, and spiritual
community.

Over the course of the next six months, RMC’s invasive power over Kimberly caused three
life-altering developments. First, RMC called the police to Kimberly’s door, falsely accusing her
of violent threats to the church. Secondly, RMC evicted and excommunicated Kimberly. Finally,
after RMC leadership influenced her workplace, she felt forced out of her job.
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Abuse of Power
Through the rest of July and August 2019 - weeks after they closed their grievance investigation
of Mark - various RMC leaders continued to ask for reports and documentation regarding the
MVS/Guest House. They included RMC Pastor Harder and her husband Jesse Graber, who
chaired the MVS/ Guest House Committee, and two deacons who had been involved in the
grievance process and were now the primary decision-makers regarding Kimberly’s housing:
Deacon Sallie Page-Goertz and Deacon Mike Peters. Kimberly and her housemates supplied
these RMC leaders with all requested information and answered all of their questions. Each of
these RMC leaders reached out regarding the MVS lease and the future of the house. Kimberly
and other household members replied, locating requested information for proposed changes,
commenting on promised lease arrangements, and communicating suggestions and ideas for
future use of the MVS house.
Working together with a housemate to envision and plan about the future of the MVS House
was one of the few times Kimberly reports feeling hope during the conflict with RMC leaders.
Committee Chair Graber’s and Deacon Peters’ communications encouraged Kimberly and her
housemate to dream big, implying that together they could shape the future of the house.
Kimberly and her housemate had dreamed of creating a hospitality house, and did extensive
research, aevaluation of the house’s suitability, and engaged in planning for logistical needs.
Meanwhile, Kimberly returned to her home and church environments, to assess how each felt in
relation to any danger posed by Mark and the fallout from the ongoing unsettled nature of her
relationship with RMC leaders. In early August, both Mark and Kimberly attended church without
incident; Kimberly avoided him by asking friends to save her a seat and enter and exit the
building with her. At this point, Kimberly reports feeling hopeful. Then, after lengthy
correspondence regarding the future of the MVS house, on August 22, 2019, with no warning,
Deacon Peters proposed expulsion of all MVS house residents to the Church Council, which
was unanimously approved. It was a stunning institutional betrayal13 of Kimberly and her
housemate. Later that same day, Deacon Peters emailed Kimberly and other residents an
expulsion notice, instructing them to vacate the property by November 15. Deacon Page-Goertz
later claimed this notice was “not an eviction.”
In a set of communications from approximately the same time (August 12 - August 28), RMC
leaders also used their surveillance of Kimberly to justify removing her from her roles at RMC.
First, Pastor Harder communicated that she would not be ready to sit down for a facilitated
conversation about pre-grievance events with Kimberly for 1-2 weeks, to which Kimberly agreed.
Next, Janelle Campbell asked Kimberly to co-teach a Sunday School class about the Abuse
Prevention Policy, either for the Senior High youth with Pastor Harder or the Junior High youth
with a housemate. Kimberly then responded to Campbell that she’d prefer to teach Senior High,
“If that works okay for Ruth.” On August 24, Campbell emailed the lesson assignment to Pastor
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Harder and Kimberly; no one replied. On August 28, Campbell emailed all youth sponsors
(without Kimberly’s inclusion or knowledge) saying, “The Deacons have made a decision that
for everyone’s well-being, Kimberly Hunter will not serve as a youth sponsor.”14
That same day, Deacon Peters sent an email chastising Kimberly for “crossing boundaries” by
agreeing to teach with Pastor Harder. He wrote, “It also came to our attention you were contacted
to teach Safe Sanctuary Training. We understand you were given a choice of teaching partners
and you chose to teach with Pastor Harder despite knowing she was not ready to have a
face-to-face meeting with you.”15 Of course, agreeing to wait to sit down for a face-to-face
facilitated conversation specifically regarding a grievance about abuse is not agreeing to no
contact. The perception of Kimberly’s agreeing to teach a Sunday School class with Pastor
Harder as “boundary-crossing,” a perception being peddled by church leadership into May
2021, indicates another organizational trauma symptom - hypervigilance to perceived threats.
Advocate Jason Miller, whose role in supporting Kimberly is explained later in this report, shared
the following observation about this Sunday School teaching debacle and subsequent removal
of Kimberly from her RMC roles:
This conclusion is also a direct result of RMC’s weaponization of ‘confidentiality.’ Kimberly
understands that she should not talk about the grievance process, and because no one
else will talk about it, she can't know what people know already. If she talks to Janelle
Campbell to try to clarify this, she thinks she's breaking confidentiality. She can't ask
Pastor Harder about it because Pastor Harder refuses to talk to her. She's left to try to
decipher their interior ‘rules’ and, once they decide she made the wrong choice, they use it
to further isolate her, as a community.
Additionally, the August 28 email from Deacon Peters references Deacon Leah Schwarz when
citing that “those close to Kimberly” were speculating negatively about Kimberly’s mental health.
Notably, the "Concern Team" had assigned Deacon Schwarz (a domestic violence therapist and
Licensed Specialist Clinical Social Worker) to minister to Kimberly. Kimberly had confided in
Deacon Schwarz, and Deacon Schwarz acknowledged Kimberly’s experience as abuse.16
Peters’ email then states, “It has come to our attention you continue to struggle with knowing
about your housemates having contact with Mark and responding with criticism and anger.”
Peters interprets the information that he collected about what “those close to her'' think about
her mental health as evidence that Kimberly is a threat to those around her. He interprets as
threatening the information he collected about her negative reaction to her housemates having
brought her abuser, Mark, into her home. He interprets as threatening and boundary-crossing
that she has agreed to teach a Sunday School lesson when asked. He then uses his perception
of her as threatening to remove her from her RMC roles, saying “Until you are in a healthier state,
14
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the decision has been made and affirmed by the Deacons to suspend you as a youth group
sponsor and a Safe Sanctuary teacher beginning immediately.” The irony and violence of
Kimberly being relieved of her role as a Safe Sanctuary teacher goes beyond saying, considering
that her work was that of training RMC members of the church’s abuse prevention protocols.
Deacon Peters then asserts that Kimberly’s immediate housing is explicitly tied to her
emotions as surveilled, interpreted and perceived by RMC leaders: “If there are further concerns
expressed by your housemates or others about your anger towards them around issues involving
Mark you may be asked to leave the MVS/Guest House prior to the November 15, 2019 date.”
The reality in the house felt to Kimberly much different from Deacon Peters’ overwrought email.
Despite Deacon Mike’s interference (which I was not aware of at the time), my housemates
and I developed a clear, cordial way of communicating our needs regarding Mark’s proximity to
the house. For example, when Mark was going to pick up Hanna on August 18, Hanna
considerately alerted me in advance; I thanked her and vacated the area. Similarly, when I
arrived home earlier than expected on September 2, Hanna met me on the sidewalk out front
and informed me Mark was visiting inside; I again thanked her, vacated the area, and returned
later after Mark was gone. In none of our housemate correspondence in August-September
2019 did Hanna ever tell me she felt unsafe or thought I was angry; to the contrary, we talked
about our feelings openly and scheduled time to process them and plan ahead together.
Nevertheless, Deacon Peters’ August 28 email made clear that leaders would use their
perceptions based on their surveillance of Kimberly through “those close to her” and her
housemates to control not only Kimberly’s church life but also her housing.
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On August 31, Kimberly notified Deacon Peters, as directed by the "Concern Team" in their
formal grievance outcome letter, that she would vacate the MVS House by November 15.

Hello? 9-1-1? We’ve Got a Cunning Woman.
Around 6 AM on September 3, before Kimberly went to work, Deacon Peters, who had notified
Kimberly of her November 15 eviction, replied to Kimberly, letting her know that he urgently
needed to speak with her. Kimberly reports that when she arrived for therapy after work at 5pm,
her therapist informed her that Deacon Page-Goertz had called the therapist’s number multiple
times, and left messages making incorrect claims about Kimberly’s diagnosis and claims
Kimberly had made threats to the church.17
During that same time, Deacon Peters, possibly assisted by other RMC leaders, was making a
series of phone calls to Kimberly’s housemates notifying them that they should vacate the
premises because Kimberly posed a danger to them. No housemates seem to have found it
believable that Kimberly was in any way a threat, because each returned home.18 Around 9 PM,
Deacon Page-Goertz left Kimberly’s father a voicemail informing him police were en route to
Kimberly’s home to evict her for serious threats, and she did not know “what the outcome of this
will be.”
Shortly before 10 PM that evening, Deacon Peters called 9-1-1. Listen here19, and the transcript
follows:
Mike Peters: Yes hi, this is Mike Peters calling. I’m a deacon at Rainbow Mennonite
Church and we have a guesthouse there and we have a woman staying at the
guesthouse who has made threats to burn down our church and possibly other threats
against other people. I’m headed out there right now. We’re actually in the process of
evicting her from the house, and I’m headed over there right now with our minister. The
address is [redacted].
Operator: Okay, what’s her name?
Mike Peters: Kimberly Hunter.
Operator: Okay.
Mike Peters: And [name redacted] also lives there. [name redacted] is the person who
gave me that information, and I don’t believe there’s any firearms. She has not been
aggressive to other people. She’s very distraught because of a breakup with a boyfriend
and has a long history of mental health problems and we believe is Borderline
Personality Disorder and is doing lots of manipulating and lying and is very cunning and
very smart and we just can’t take this threat lightly. Our church is right down the block.
And so the minister and her husband Operator: What’s the name of the church?
Mike Peters: Rainbow Mennonite Church. [Describes location].
17
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Operator: How long will it take you to get there?
Mike Peters: I’m going to go by our minister’s house. It will probably take us about 10
minutes to get there.
Operator/Mike Peters: [Exchange information about make/model of Deacon’s car].
Mike Peters: The house is right on the corner. And like I said, I just spoke with this [name
redacted], and she gave me all this information [emphasis Into Account’s].
Operator: So are you heading over there right now or Mike Peters: Yeah, we’re headed over, hopefully we’re headed over there. We want police
for our protection and for [name redacted]’s protection. I told [name redacted] to get out
of there. She has this conflicted relationship with Kimberly where she tries to talk her off
the ledge all the time. So she doesn’t feel [indecipherable] and she said that Kimberly
keeps talking about everything from picketing the church to suing the church to burning
it down. And so I said, ok, enough is enough. We’re in the process of having her evicted
anyway, like I said. We were trying to get all our ducks in a row for that. So we’re gonna
have a letter saying that she needs to be out of the house. We were also talking with her
father. She’s a 32-year-old white female.
Operator: Alright, Mike. We’ll get officers out there as soon as possible.
Mike Peters: I really appreciate your help.
Operator: You’re welcome, sir.
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As described by her housemate, on the evening of September 3, immediately prior to the 9-1-1
call, unbeknownst to Kimberly, Deacon Peters had called one of Kimberly’s housemates in one
of his surveillance calls, and asked her how Kimberly was doing. The housemate replied that
Kimberly was fine. He further asked if Kimberly was in danger of hurting herself, and the
housemate laughed and said “No.” The housemate went on to say, in what seems to be a
flippant follow-up to her laughter at his suggestion, ”She is organizing and has lots of folks
supporting her from picketing the church, writing MCUSA, and hell, I even heard someone say
they would burn down the church if they could.” The housemate wrote a statement recounting
the surveillance of Kimberly, observations of Kimberly’s trauma symptoms, and her own difficult
experiences with RMC and Mennonite Institutions. “Burn down the church” was clearly a figure
of speech. At this point in the call, Deacon Peters said “Kimberly is going to do what?” and the
housemate said that Kimberly wasn’t going to do anything, and would never do anything to the
church.
When police arrived on site, her housemate met Deacon Peters for the first time in person after
receiving his surveillance calls regarding Kimberly for months. The housemate asked Deacon
Peters if the police were here because of her words, and he said yes. The housemate looked at
Pastor Harder, MVS House Committee Chair Jesse, and Deacon Peters, and said, “You used
me.”
Peters stated, “[name redacted] said Kimberly was going to burn down the church,” and the
housemate yelled “I did not say that!” The statement written by the housemate in the aftermath
of that traumatic night (which she requested be read in full), again refuted that Kimberly had
ever threatened to burn down the church. Like Kimberly’s housemates, the police did not believe
Kimberly was a threat and left shortly after they arrived, citing her housemate’s observation that
“Ms. Hunter was afraid.”20
Kimberly Hunter does not have Borderline Personality Disorder. She did not threaten to burn
down RMC, and her housemate did not say that she did, even stating this much to the police, the
deacon, the pastor and the pastor’s husband that very night. Kimberly Hunter is smart, as
Deacon Peters states in the call, but she is not cunning, manipulative, or a liar with a “long
mental health history.” For purposes of reducing mental health stigma, it must be stated that if
Kimberly did have a long mental health history, that would not indicate likelihood that she would
take violent actions. It would indicate that she was ten times more likely to be targeted for harm,
abuse, and violence.21 She, however, did not have that history. In fact, Kimberly expressed early
to Pastor Harder that, since her breakup, she had been diagnosed with a mental health issue for
the first time in her life. The deacon’s description that she is “distraught because of a breakup
with a boyfriend,” is at best, condescending, and, at worst, indicative of the serious level of
disdain Deacon Mike Peters - a Licensed Specialist Clinical Social Worker who had never
20
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treated Kimberly as a patient and who was put on the “Concern Team” specifically as someone
who is “trauma-informed” - held for Kimberly’s persistent communication that Mark
Bartholomew had been abusive.
At 1:25 AM on September 4, Deacon Peters emailed Kimberly an eviction and
excommunication notice, giving her 59 hours to vacate the house and banning her from church
events, properties and contact with RMC Pastors Harder and Kaufman.22 Shocked, disoriented,
and fearing for her safety, Kimberly quietly complied.

Enmeshment of Workplace and Church
On September 4, the morning after Deacon Peters’ 9-1-1 call and immediate eviction and
excommunication email, Kimberly notified her boss, whom she had experienced as a
supportive friend in the past. Kimberly gave her an overview of events, and let her boss Erin
Stryka know she would need Wednesday and Thursday off work to pack and move, as she
had been given 59 hours to be out of her home. Stryka notified Kimberly that she was not to
return to the office for several days, seemingly punishing Kimberly at RDA for an RMC-related
event. As Kimberly continued her communications work from home, Kimberly felt
micro-managed by the sudden interest she reports Stryka showed in her every activity.
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In her dual roles, on September 7, Pastor Harder, who (in her then-role as the president-elect
of RDA’s board) supervised Kimberly’s boss Erin Stryka, began cc’ing Deacons Page-Goertz
and Peters on e-mails to Stryka regarding RDA and RMC’s partnership. Deacons Page-Goertz
and Peters were actively stalking and surveilling Kimberly, and had just participated in an
aggressive invasion into Kimberly’s life. Deacon Page-Goertz had contacted Kimberly’s
therapist and father with phone calls and messages, and Deacon Peters had called
Kimberly’s housemates and said Kimberly was a threat to them, then called law enforcement
and reported Kimberly as a cunning, manipulative, smart, lying woman with Borderline
Personality Disorder, falsely claiming she had threatened to burn down RMC, misusing the
words of her housemate who also worked for RDA, who had explicitly stated that Kimberly
would never do such a thing. Now they expressed interest in hearing Stryka’s “insight” about
Kimberly and the conflict and had access to internal emails between Kimberly’s supervisor
Stryka and Stryka’s supervisor, Pastor Harder.
On September 9, Stryka called Kimberly to return to the office and formally wrote up
Kimberly for three infractions: for her efforts to advocate for herself with the owners of the
home Mark purchased (in June 2019) because as a Development Association, RDA
prohibited being “involved in” real estate transactions; for being in contact with RDA board
members (who were also RMC congregants); and for discussing the conflict with RMC
leaders and her support circle - some of whom RDA considered partners if they were also
donors and/or volunteers. In addition to RMC’s confidentiality restrictions, Kimberly now
felt directed by her RDA employer to not report or speak about how RMC leaders had
treated her with anyone related to RMC or RDA. RMC’s enmeshment with RDA was
double-binding Kimberly to silence, with the consequence that lack of compliance could
result in job loss.
Most RMC congregants had no idea what was being done in their name, because Kimberly
was bound by RMC leaders’ increasingly restrictive definition of confidentiality. Thus
members of the RMC Peace and Social Justice Committee that Kimberly co-chaired began
emailing her agenda items, assuming she would be leading the next meeting as usual. On
September 19, Kimberly responded to committee members, letting them know that she
would not be present at the upcoming meeting and why. Pastor Harder reported Kimberly’s
RMC email to Kimberly’s RDA boss, Stryka, described it as “inflammatory,” and suggested
Stryka ask Kimberly about it.23 Stryka again reprimanded Kimberly.
As Pastor Harder was co-leading both the RDA board and RDA partner organization RMC
with whom Kimberly had to deal as part of her job responsibilities, in September 2019,
Stryka requested that Pastor Harder and Kimberly participate in mediation with Stryka,
naming that Kimberly had been an excellent employee whom she did not want to lose.
Pastor Harder declined, so mediation moved forward with just Kimberly and Stryka. In
23
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October the process ended, and RDA leadership placed restrictions on Kimberly about when,
where, and to whom she could disclose the RDA conflict and abuse. Pastor Harder and
Stryka were so enmeshed as organizational partners and supervisor/supervisee that
Kimberly’s behavior at each juncture was evaluated by both leaders for both environments,
making it feel impossible for Kimberly to retain both her support circle and her RDA
employment.
On November 11, 2019, Kimberly filed a complaint at RDA and resigned a week later, under
duress, from a job she loved. RMC Pastor Harder quietly resigned from the RDA board
shortly thereafter. The following year, the RDA Board committed to clarifying their policies
and procedures.

Distrust, Dis-ease, Dysfunction

It is not possible to know precisely the time and date when RMC leaders settled on the
narrative that Kimberly is a manipulative, lying, cunning woman with Borderline Personality
Disorder, although Into Account first learned of it in July 2019.24 We know that when conflicts
erupt in organizations, narratives are set early and can become entrenched and difficult to
change, even in the face of new evidence. We know that RMC had experienced a collective
organizational trauma involving abuse, mental health, and church property issues in 2017 that
deeply impacted many parties, and that organizational trauma causes hypervigilance against
threats, unrecognized trauma reenactment in responses to conflict, and a need to feel control
over information and narratives. We know that Kimberly is vocal, persistent, assertive, and
resourceful, and that she was deeply intertwined in the RMC community. We know that Kimberly
felt disbelieved, misunderstood, surveilled, trapped, and silenced, and that her symptoms of
trauma, as a result, were visible to others. We know that each negative or harmful response
24
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from RMC leaders she had trusted only exacerbated those feelings and her traumatic
symptoms. We know that Mark is observant, talented, hard-working and was appreciated by his
colleagues. Thus RMC leaders could easily cast Kimberly as the villain, and some combination
of RMC leaders and Mark as the victims and/or heroes.

The Ways Forward
Kimberly contacted Into Account in October 2019. After listening to her story and reviewing the
available documentation, Dr. Hilary J. Scarsella, Assistant Professor of Ethics and Director of
Women and Gender Studies in Church and Society at Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School,
and Director of Theological Integrity at Into Account, assessed that RMC leaders were
subjecting Kimberly to recognizable retaliation for reporting abuse. Dr. Scarsella took Kimberly’s
case on behalf of Into Account. To mitigate conflicts of interest, Into Account developed internal
procedures to keep Into Account director Dr. Stephanie Krehbiel updated but separated from the
case.25 Dr. Scarsella connected with advocate Jason Miller to keep up with the growing
collection of documentation.26 Together, they provided support to Kimberly in responding to
RMC leaders’ and Mark’s ongoing intervention in her life. Dr. Scarsella and Jason were
particularly interested in hearing from RMC leaders their reasoning for taking such extreme
actions against Kimberly.
As Into Account became involved, RMC continued to exhibit multiple symptoms of
organizational trauma. RMC leaders were unwilling and unable to see Into Account as a
potential transformative presence in the conflict, despite historic collaborations. Dr. Scarsella
hoped to use Into Account’s trauma-informed lens to assist Kimberly in sharing her experience
of spiritual and institutional abuse with RMC leaders and requesting RMC leaders acknowledge
and apologize or offer amends for their mistreatment of her. Dr. Scarsella also knew that a
trauma-informed lens could help explain not only RMC’s perception of Kimberly as malicious
and threatening, but also why RMC leaders experienced such high levels of distress regarding
this conflict. RMC leaders were actively resistant to open dialogue - seeming even hostile at
times.
In November 2019, RMC leaders announced that they would hold a “Listening Session” where
congregants could discuss concerns about RMC’s ongoing conflict with Kimberly, but Kimberly
would not be allowed to attend. Kimberly’s advocate, Dr. Scarsella, and her circle of RMC
supporters expressed their concern. After advocacy from Dr. Scarsella of Into Account, and
RMC community members supporting Kimberly, RMC leaders stopped the process completely
rather than including Kimberly, and asked members to contact them individually with concerns,
allowing leadership to continue to tightly control information using their perception of events, a
continued symptom of organizational trauma.
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In February of 2020, Dr. Scarsella and Jason Miller posed several clarifying questions to RMC
leaders via email, and received a response from an attorney for RMC27, further demonstrating
the ongoing organizational trauma symptoms of insularity and mistrust of outside organizations
who could be sources of potential support and new perspectives.
In March 2020, unable to move forward with RMC leaders, Dr. Scarsella, Jason, and Kimberly
explored other options to seek information that might help them understand the reasoning for
RMC leaders’ extreme behaviors. They filed a ministerial misconduct complaint against Pastor
Harder with Western District Conference (WDC), and requested a restorative justice process.
Also in March, RMC leaders officially announced their revamping of the Abuse Prevention Policy
(APP) two years earlier than scheduled.28
To review the APP, RMC assembled a Focus Group, which Kimberly's support circle member
Sarah Tomas Morgan joined at the invitation of Pastor Harder. Sarah raised a number of
concerns at every Focus Group meeting, but the policy had already been dramatically revised
prior to the formation of the Focus Group and many of her concerns went unaddressed. In the
end, it felt to her as if the policy changes had already been decided and that the Focus Group
was not given the opportunity to make meaningful changes.
In June of 2020, the Ministerial Leadership Commission (MLC) of WDC notified Dr. Scarsella,
Jason, and Kimberly that they could move forward with a restorative justice process, with the
requirement that they officially withdraw the complaint against Pastor Harder, but could
resubmit it at any time.
In July of 2020, Dr. Scarsella, Jason, and Kimberly officially withdrew the complaint against
Pastor Harder and MLC contracted with Just Outcomes to provide restorative justice services to
RMC leaders and Kimberly. Also in July 2020, Kimberly’s support group delivered a petition to
RMC leaders, urging open dialogue in light of the fact Mark and Kimberly both named
themselves and requested transparency over confidentiality. In May 2020, Mark and Deacon
Page-Goertz saw the petition and emailed support group member Amanda Lindahl,
disapproving. Mark was angry his name was mentioned without his approval. In response,
Amanda invited Mark to attend Kimberly’s June 2020 support group meeting, so he could be
heard. He attended and spoke, and those present listened. Kimberly did not attend this meeting.
In August of 2020, Just Outcomes said they could not help resolve the conflict unless the facts
of the conflict were established, given that there are two very different understandings of the
way the conflict unfolded in 2019. This is the root of the problem that Into Account assessed
and attempted to dialogue with RMC leaders about before filing the complaint against Pastor
Harder, and the root of the problem that remains to this day. MLC contracted with Turning Point
Resolutions (a professional conflict resolution organization) to conduct a restorative inquiry to
establish the facts of the conflict.
27
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Also in July and August of 2020, RMC released their new APP draft.29 Dr. Scarsella reviewed the
policy and analyzed it with her trauma, ethics, and theology expertise, and found it concerning,
particularly the removal of the prevention of retaliation, and the failures to define spiritual and
institutional abuse.30 Kimberly reviewed the policy as well and expressed fear that the new
policy would be used to retaliate against her and noticed that the former policy’s prohibitions
against “secrets” and “misuse of positions of power” had been removed.31 In September of
2020, at the RMC congregational meeting, two members of Kimberly’s circle of support
proposed amendments addressing conflicts of interest and adding survivor-centered language
to the APP. RMC leaders made the claim that the proposed amendments were simple common
sense and would be intuitively implemented by the RMC leaders who would carry out the policy.
Instead of allowing all comments to be heard, RMC leaders called a vote, the amendments failed
to pass, and the new policy was officially approved. Also at this meeting, RMC voted to sell the
MVS house.
In October of 2020, RMC Trustees announced that RMC members would have the first
opportunity to purchase the MVS house, until October 31st. Kimberly and Terry Rouse (a
long-time RMC member and former MVS house tenant) made an offer to purchase the MVS
house and create a Mennonite Catholic Worker House, a realization of the goal she’d expressed
when invited to cooperatively plan for the future of the MVS house with Jesse Graber and Mike
Peters, who with no warning proposed expelling all residents at a Church Council meeting on
August 22, 2019.
Within the framework of RMC leaders’ perception that Kimberly is a cunning, manipulative, lying
woman with Borderline Personality Disorder, her desire to purchase the MVS home was
perceived as an attack against RMC leaders. In a mirrored re-enactment of Kimberly’s attempt to
ensure her safety from Mark, some RMC leaders attempted to stop the sale of property to
Kimberly, perceiving her again as a threat to their safety. The action Kimberly took in speaking
to a homeowner to express concern about the impacts of a sale, which RMC leaders found
offensive and cited frequently in their retellings of 2019 events, was now employed by RMC
leaders when they perceived Kimberly as a threat.
On October 28, 2020, Mark filed a complaint, claiming Kimberly’s offer to purchase the home
was emotionally distressing and abusive towards him. The information that Mark was
distressed by Kimberly’s offer was shared with RMC Trustees prior to the close of the house
sale. Kimberly and her advocates were not notified of this complaint until months later, and were
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never notified of the consideration of this complaint in RMC’s decision regarding sale of the
house.
RMC Trustees voted to sell the home to Kimberly and Terry Rouse, who fundraised $12,000 from
the RMC and wider community.
On November 13, 2020, Turning Point Resolutions abruptly ended their process, citing their
observation of “overwhelming exhaustion” and “concurring processes occurring at this time,” as
well as stating that “it appears that the capacity for engagement in a restorative inquiry
process does not exist.“ The Turning Point Resolutions representative then added, “Finally I
would ask that my words not be misconstrued to direct blame or fault at anyone.”
Shortly afterwards, RMC leaders issued a statement to the RMC congregation with carefully
edited quotes implying the MLC-contracted third parties believed the conflict was irresolvable,
again demonstrating the organizational trauma symptom of tightly controlling information.
Significantly, RMC leaders left out that Just Outcomes believed the conflict was resolvable if
one or both parties would be willing to be vulnerable with each other, and that Turning Point
considered their involvement to be paused until “there is capacity for engagement in a
restorative inquiry process.”
In December 2020, Kimberly and Terry completed their purchase of the former MVS House.32
On January 6, 2021, Kimberly responded to Just Outcomes’ recommendation of vulnerability by
reaching out to Pastor Harder via RMC’s attorney and inquiring whether Pastor Harder would
explain why she spread the false rumor that Kimberly had Borderline Personality Disorder and
participated in calling 9-1-1, as a starting point. Kimberly requested Pastor Harder copy Jason
and Dr. Scarsella on any reply. On January 14, 2021, Pastor Harder responded to Kimberly’s
request for dialogue, which Kimberly had carefully sent to the lawyer RMC leaders retained (in
accordance with Just Outcomes’ recommendations for vulnerability and the deacons’ rules to
communicate through their attorney outlined in their September 4, 2019 eviction and
excommunication notice). Copying Dr. Scarsella and Jason was the only boundary Kimberly
requested, and Pastor Harder chose not to respect it. This was also a violation of the new APP,
which required that the Safe Sanctuary Committee include an External Advocate on
communications referencing any abuse complaint.

Back to the Beginning
It is hard to assess how involved Mark was or was not throughout RMC leaders’ invasive and
abusive actions toward Kimberly. It is unclear whether he was kept informed of RMC leaders'
planned actions, what he was saying about Kimberly and to whom, and whether anything he
said contributed to RMC leaders’ perception of Kimberly as a cunning manipulative liar with
Borderline Personality Disorder. We are aware of the emotional abuse reported and documented
by Kimberly, and we are aware of Mark’s following behavior:
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In April 2019, just before the “Concern Team” process of 2019, Mark withheld Kimberly’s
belongings which remained in his home in a strange power struggle that went on for
weeks. A third party finally collected them and ensured they were returned to Kimberly.
In December 2019, Mark began circulating an open letter stating that Kimberly had
abused him. While RMC leaders had taken extensive measures to prohibit Kimberly from
speaking publicly about her experiences, to the best of Into Account’s knowledge, no
actions were taken regarding Mark’s public statement accusing her of abuse.
In May 2020, Mark violated the no contact portion of Kimberly’s RMC grievance
outcome. He left an 18-paragraph comment on Kimberly’s Facebook page, on a post
where she referenced her experience without Mark’s or RMC’s identifying details. For her
safety, Kimberly blocked Mark on Facebook.
On October 28, 2020, less than one month after the adoption of a new Abuse Prevention
Policy (APP) that removed prohibitions of retaliation, secrecy, and misuse of power, Mark
filed a retaliatory abuse complaint against Kimberly. The information that Mark had filed
an abuse complaint against Kimberly was not communicated to her until the following
year. However, RMC leaders reviewed it and shared it to an unknown extent, at least with
the RMC Trustees and possibly among wider RMC leadership.33
In January of 2021, Kimberly entered her new home, which she purchased “as is,”
meaning most furnishings present when she was evicted were still there. All the beds
were stripped of linens except the bed where she used to sleep. Someone from RMC had
made Kimberly’s bed with flannel duck sheets. Both Kimberly’s therapist, an expert
domestic violence therapist, and Into Account advocate Jay Yoder, certified in
Relationship Violence Danger Assessment, found this behavior concerning and advised
Kimberly to make a safety plan in case further stalking behavior developed.
In April of 2021, Mark disclosed publicly that he had contacted Into Account, claiming
Into Account did not respond and that this was proof Into Account was biased. In fact,
upon receipt of his e-mail on December 20, 2019, Into Account responded December 21,
2019, letting Mark know we’d get back to him after the winter holidays. The advocacy
code of ethics requires that if providing advocacy to a newly reporting survivor would
cause a conflict in providing advocacy to a current client, they must be referred to
another qualified advocate. Into Account’s January 15, 2020 response to Mark after the
winter holidays did just that.34
To the best of our knowledge, Mark chose not to report to or retain any other advocate.
Instead, he reported only to the organization he knew his ex to have retained to recover
from his abuse of her.

Though some of these behaviors may seem trivial or simply odd, these only include the
behaviors Into Account can comfortably document, and they represent a larger pattern. With
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Into Account’s expertise, we can clearly name this pattern (especially when contextualized with
the kind of behaviors Kimberly and witnesses verify regarding Mark’s past relationship
behaviors) as abuse, harassment, and the beginnings of stalking.
On January 11, 2021, RMC leaders notified Kimberly of Mark’s October 28, 2020 complaint.
On January 23, after being asked three times, RMC leaders with documented conflicts of
interest recused themselves from the investigation, although they had likely been involved with
the case for 3-4 months already. On January 28, Kimberly then both disclosed the abuse she
had experienced from RMC leaders and responded in full to all questions asked of her in the
investigation of Mark’s complaint. While the new policy requires action if there is a disclosure of
abuse, RMC leaders did not take any action regarding Kimberly’s disclosure, likely indicating that
they still saw Kimberly as manipulative and cunning, and did not view RMC leaders’ spreading of
false and stigmatizing diagnoses, deliberate weaponizing of law enforcement, interference in
her workplace, and intense surveillance as abusive actions.
This was the only formal opportunity Kimberly had after the 9-1-1 call, eviction,
excommunication, and job loss, to detail her experiences directly to RMC leaders. She was still
forbidden from sharing it more widely with the RMC community until April 12, 2021, when RMC’s
interim moderator urged her to “use other means to communicate [her] perspective with the
congregation,” specifically suggesting Facebook, email and the website for Into Account.
In March of 2021, RMC leaders “substantiated” Mark’s retaliatory complaint against Kimberly.
Notably, RMC leaders substantiated that Kimberly’s conversation with a homeowner selling to
Mark was harassment and emotionally abusive, while Mark filing a retaliatory complaint stating
he was distressed about Kimberly’s offer on a home - a complaint that was shared with the RMC
Trustees (the sellers of the property) - was apparently not abusive. RMC leaders substantiated
that Mark’s experiences of distress were indicative that Kimberly caused the distress, while
Kimberly’s trauma symptoms, documented by her therapist as corroborative of her report of
harm from Mark, were seemingly interpreted as evidence of not just being an unreliable narrator
of her own experience, but being cunning and manipulative.
Based on the way RMC leaders took different actions in response to Kimberly and Mark, it
clearly seems that Mark’s distress mattered and was considered evidence of abuse; RMC
leaders’ distress as they responded to Kimberly’s abuse report mattered and was considered a
professional assessment worthy of eviction, law enforcement, and excommunication; and
Kimberly’s distress was proof of pathology and cunning manipulation.
On March 10, 2021, RMC leaders gave the ultimatum that Kimberly sign a Limited Access
Agreement (LAA) or be voted out of membership. Additionally, the LAA continued to extensively
restrict Kimberly’s participation in church life and presence on or near RMC property, including
those visible from her home and a community orchard she co-founded. It asked her to follow for
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at least another six months the same basic excommunication she had already been following
for 18 months, since her September 4, 2019 eviction and excommunication.
Their LAA’s addendum went further. If Kimberly wished to restore her participation in church life,
the LAA addendum suggested Kimberly apologize to Mark and specify that her “claims of
abuse” were not substantiated by RMC or a third party - which they are careful to specify Mark
may make public, despite their relentless efforts to keep Kimberly from speaking publicly. It also
suggests she contact those who support her and tell them about the letter to Mark, to contact
WDC and MCUSA and say that her “campaign against RMC leadership and the church was not
based entirely on the facts of the events,” and to apologize to RMC for what the leaders who
wrote the addendum call “your social media campaign against RMC” (apparently referring to
Kimberly’s private posts describing her experience at RMC without naming RMC).
In essence, RMC leaders used the LAA to suggest that Kimberly say that she is lying and that
no one at RMC does or should believe her when she describes her experience, and that she
apologize for being a liar.
Kimberly did not respond to the LAA, which RMC leaders had emailed her.
Also on March 10, RMC leaders emailed the entire RMC community an Important Notice that
Kimberly emotionally abused and harassed Mark and violated Pastor Harder’s boundaries.

Analysis: How Trauma Functions in RMC’s Conflict - A System in Dis-ease
Based on the many identifiable traumatic symptoms present in this conflict, organizational
trauma likely influenced how RMC leaders responded to Kimberly’s 2019 request for support
after reporting Mark’s abusive behavior. RMC leaders made early and extreme attempts to
control her communication and the flow of information within the community. RMC leaders
disclosed and demonstrated significant levels of distress at Kimberly’s persistent
communication and commitment to getting her safety needs met as well as the trauma
symptoms she exhibited, which they named “cunning” and “manipulative.” They viewed her as a
threat to their peace. RMC leaders quickly began circulating assumptions and conjectured
interpretations of Kimberly’s mental health, invading her personal life to draw out more details
which they used to fuel more false assumptions. Their invasion created a vicious cycle that
exacerbated Kimberly’s trauma symptoms, with RMC leaders then collecting details from her
friends, colleagues, and housemates, citing those as proof of their interpretation of her as a
cunning, manipulative liar with Borderline Personality Disorder. In doing so, they created an
informal flow of communication, misinformation, an RMC rumor mill, if you will, spreading
anxiety and fear throughout the community. Maximizing the damage to Kimberly, Deacons Mike
Peters, Sallie Page-Goertz, and Leah Schwarz - all licensed health professionals - lent credibility
to these falsehoods, despite never having been authorized to treat or diagnose her.
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Returning again to belief: the question here is not whether anyone believes Kimberly or RMC
leaders to be good people doing their best. The relevant questions are: Who had power, and
how did they use it?
In their mistaken belief in their own distorted narrative of Kimberly as a lying, manipulative,
cunning woman with Borderline Personality Disorder, RMC leaders used their power over
Kimberly in ways that led to her separation from her shelter, her source of income, her spiritual
community, and her friends.

Undoubtedly, RMC leaders were, and probably still are, very distressed. Undoubtedly, Kimberly
was and is, still, very distressed. Undoubtedly, the entire community is now distressed. When an
individual member of a spiritual community brings their distress to spiritual leaders, the
leaders are responsible to behave with awareness of their power and its impact, even if they
are also in distress, even if they do not like or believe the member, even if the leaders are angry
or exhausted or traumatized. That is the responsibility of spiritual leaders.
Were RMC leaders taking time to attend to and manage their own distress? Did they have and
implement appropriate training to work with people in active trauma reactions? Did RMC leaders
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have conversations about Kimberly and make decisions about Kimberly while experiencing
active distress and trauma responses themselves?

Creating an Ending
Many traumas do not come with neat narrative ends, which can make it difficult to integrate
traumatic experiences into individual or organizational life stories in a way that allows the
individual and/or organization to move on. When no clear ending is available, people may stay in
active trauma, or experience ongoing recurrences of traumatic symptoms. RMC leaders, in what
was most likely an attempt to create a narrative end to their ongoing traumatic reenactment,
asked RMC members to vote to revoke Kimberly’s membership on May 2, 2021.
For over a year, RMC leaders had forbidden Kimberly from communicating her experience with
the wider congregation, while leaders communicated formally with the congregation repeatedly,
calling Kimberly abusive and dangerous. Now, they asked RMC members to participate in their
villainization of Kimberly, to retroactively sanction RMC leaders’ separation of Kimberly from her
housing and community of belonging and their interference with her job. They asked RMC
congregants to place the blame solely on Kimberly for a trauma reenactment conflict that had
gone on for two years.
Those with power over and entrusted with the spiritual leadership of the RMC community asked
its membership to trust them, and, with very few exceptions, they did. RMC members voted
overwhelmingly to revoke Kimberly’s membership.
On April 25, 2021, RMC leaders held an initial meeting where they presented their case for
revoking Kimberly’s membership, and Kimberly’s supporters spoke in favor of retaining her
membership. Congregants also asked questions. RMC leaders stood by their diagnosis of
Kimberly as a cunning and manipulative liar with Borderline Personality Disorder, as well as their
phone call to 9-1-1, saying that while they would “never,” as medical professionals, diagnose
someone they were not treating, they were indeed professionals and “recognized the
symptoms.”
The meeting was observed by advocate Jason Miller, and he described it as one of the most
difficult experiences he has had doing sexual violence advocacy and documentation work. He
said, “We were in a private setting, but from the corrosive and the degrading behavior of leaders,
had we been in a public place, there is no way someone walking by would have guessed this was
a church event. The cruelty of RMC leaders was astounding, and I’ve seen a lot.”
Kimberly’s supporters shared via e-mail an early draft of this analysis by Into Account, and they
spoke to their experience of walking with Kimberly through RMC leaders’ actions. By then,
though, Into Account had been maligned by and among leaders and the congregation, as had
many who stood with Kimberly throughout this extraneous process.
One leader called Into Account and Kimberly “existential threats to the Rainbow Community,“
stated that he has renamed Into Account, “Into Oblivion,” and that Kimberly “seems bent on
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unconditional surrender” like “the USA vs. Japan before Hiroshima. Not pretty.” He stated that
her not agreeing to the Limited Access Agreement had “overtones of Trump never conceding
defeat.”
In addition, between RMC’s initial meeting to present the case for revoking Kimberly’s
membership and the meeting for the official vote, this leader speculated about how the vote
would go, ruminating, “Terry Rouse is probably in the most conflicted position. How can he turn
on Kimberly now? If she commits suicide, he will assume it is because he abandoned her. She is
in a very fragile state...”
He sent this to RMC pastors and deacons, none of whom expressed any problem with it, and to
Kimberly herself.
When Into Account advocate Jay Yoder requested that this leader stop e-mailing Kimberly, he
responded with multiple continuous e-mails claiming that being asked to stop e-mailing was
“oppressive,” and proposed Kimberly get a protection order or deactivate her e-mail address and
get a new one, if she didn’t like hearing from him.
This is the kind of rhetoric that Kimberly and Into Account experienced throughout dealings with
RMC leaders, the kind of rhetoric that spread through informal communication networks
(another organizational trauma symptom), sometimes called “the grapevine.” Regardless of how
much care or attentiveness to good ethics and values either Kimberly or her advocates showed,
such vitriolic villain/victim/hero rhetoric is very difficult to shake.
When two such different understandings of the same events, two narrative versions of the
same experiences, exist in the same space like the congregational meetings to revoke
Kimberly’s membership, either people must choose to step into a very uncomfortable state and
navigate emotional landmines, multiple layers of deep distress, and cognitive dissonance - or
one narrative must be obliterated so that the other can remain as The Truth, which feels
comforting and stable.
RMC leaders asked congregants to decide whether their narrative, that Kimberly was cunning
and unstable and mentally ill and dangerous was true, or that it was true that RMC leaders had
made mistakes that had deep and lasting damaging impacts on Kimberly. In essence, RMC
leaders asked RMC congregants to vote on whether Kimberly was too “crazy” to be allowed to
be a member of their church, a move Into Account defines unequivocally as spiritual violence
against the entire congregation.
The day after voting to revoke Kimberly’s membership, a small group of RMC members
circulated a “Rainbow Support Letter”35 in which they requested signatures from the wider
congregation commending their leaders, whom they described as “hav[ing] spent two years
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working with integrity to appropriately and compassionately respond to the difficult situations
that have Kimberly Hunter at their nexus.”
By requesting congregant signatures on this blanket reframing of leaders’ collective abusive
behavior, those who supported RMC leaders did two things. First, they asked congregants to
affirm and participate in RMC leaders’ abuse of Kimberly. Second, they set up an implicit
ultimatum to either sign and support leaders and move forward together as a congregation
united against Kimberly, or not to sign, implying support for Kimberly, knowing that RMC leaders
and congregants would most likely subject them to the betrayal and abuse that Kimberly and
those who supported her experienced.
Within RMC, it is likely that the letter is seen as a harmless act of support for beleaguered staff
and volunteers.
But this document is not harmless. Through a trauma-informed lens, this document is clear
evidence of a community trying to end a conflict by means of united ostracization and shunning
of a congregant made to bear the burden of a community conflict.
Into Account’s expertise in trauma-informed community-building leads us to believe that, in fact,
a brief narrative of this case is that RMC leaders felt incredibly threatened and attacked by
Kimberly in destabilizing ways that caused them to label Kimberly as unstable and cunning,
and that because of that they used their power to try to eliminate what they perceived as the
cause of the instability: Kimberly.

Fracture in the Foundation
Despite this attempt by RMC leaders to bring a narrative end to their traumatic reenactment by
revoking Kimberly, the “villain”’s, membership, it is unlikely to have the impact leaders desire.
Kimberly and RMC still share a neighborhood, a social justice community, and will be forced to
choose how to handle mutual spaces, events, and connections with friends, families, and
community members. The trauma reenactment is not over, because Kimberly has been
permanently cast as the villain, and her behaviors will likely be interpreted through that lens. If
she organizes an event with mutual contacts, or takes a walk through the neighborhood past
RMC, or uses her experience as motivation to change the ways Mennonite churches navigate
traumatic conflict, most likely RMC leaders and some community members will interpret her
behaviors through the perception of her as a villain. They may experience her as intentionally
upsetting people through her presence.
This was seen in the congregational meetings to revoke her membership, when Pastor Harder
claimed that Kimberly attending a funeral on RMC property when operating under informal
excommunication was a traumatic experience for Harder, and proof of Kimberly’s purported
boundary-crossing behaviors. In fact, Kimberly had followed all the protocols requested of her
and received the mandated RMC deacon’s permission and accompaniment. The view of her as
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a villain is so entrenched that all her movements seem to be interpreted through that lens. No
matter how hard she worked at following the rules set before her at any given turn, RMC leaders
seem to have searched for ways to interpret her attempts at remaining in community as
villainous proof of her cunning manipulation.
This spring RMC began holding its services outside because of COVID, and her former friend
and pastor’s voice streamed into Kimberly’s dining room weekly, courtesy of RMC’s sound
system. Kimberly often passes the orchard she co-founded and is now forbidden from visiting
and deals with RMC as her assigned polling location for public elections, despite being banned
from the property. And her friends and supporters have to make multiple, frequent, painful
choices between their support and love for Kimberly and their participation in their spiritual
community.
In addition to the directly involved parties, it is likely that RMC congregants will slowly learn
more details about the ways this conflict unfolded, and begin to question leaders’ behaviors.
Some already have, and have reached out to Kimberly or Into Account. Those who have survived
violence, abuse, stigmatizing mental health crises, and/or suicide attempts or completions have
been deeply impacted. It is Into Account’s analysis that there is a traumatic fracture running
through the RMC community that has only been deepened by the process of revoking Kimberly’s
membership.
As word spreads through RMC’s conference and denomination, friends and relatives may reach
out to RMC congregants to hear or share more information. RMC leaders’ persistent,
problematic position of “there’s a lot you don’t know” will no longer be true or enough to keep at
bay those who see the ways violence and power have flowed through this conflict.
For those who are not part of the community that has engaged in this painful trauma
reenactment, RMC leaders’ behaviors won’t be read through the lens of twenty years of
friendship and community, but through the fresh analysis of people who know, no matter how
good a group of people’s intentions, the impacts they have matter too.
The official relationship between Kimberly and RMC is severed. RMC’s trauma reenactment has
most likely not ended, only evolved. Kimberly, though, is living her dream of alternative housing
in her neighborhood and extends power-balanced living agreements to her tenants so that no
one else will be evicted from this home by the light of the stars, their mental health under legal
investigation by a police officer at the behest of a church deacon, while a pastor stands by.
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